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"Generations of men and women have stood on these beaches, listened to water rushing over

these basalt rocks, and picked wild blueberries here well before I sailed into the Bayfield

harbor. The families of those men and women are still here, tethered to a place where they can

slip behind their ancestor’s eyes and take in essentially the same view."—from the

IntroductionIn 2007, Mary Dougherty and her family moved from St. Paul to the tiny Bayfield

Peninsula, surrounded by the waters of Lake Superior and Chequamegon Bay in far

northwestern Wisconsin. There they set out to live their lives against a backdrop of waterfalls,

beaches, farm stands, and a quintessential small town of 487 people. Through recipes, stories,

and photos, this book explores what it means to nourish a family and a community. As Mary

Dougherty incorporates what is grown and raised in northern Wisconsin into her family’s

favorite dishes, she continues a cultural tradition begun by immigrants hundreds of years ago.

The result is a one-of-a-kind collection of globally and regionally inspired recipes featuring local

cheeses, meats, and produce from the farmers in and around Bayfield—pho made with beef

bones from a farm in Mellen, Indian meatballs with curry powder made in Washburn, chowder

with corn and potatoes from a farm stand in Ashland. As she knits herself into the Bayfield

community, Dougherty comes to more fully grasp the intricate relationship between food and

community.
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Do not now seek the answers, which cannot be given you because you would not be able to
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RILKEFor Jack, Will, Sadie, Charlie, and Meghan. I love you more than George.
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IntroductionIt just may be that the most radical act we can commit is to stay home. What does

that mean to finally commit to a place, to a people, to a community?It doesn’t mean it’s easy,

but it does mean you can live with patience, because you’re not going to go away. It also

means commitment to bear witness, and engaging in “casserole diplomacy” by sharing food

among neighbors, by playing with the children and mending feuds and caring for the sick.

These kinds of commitment are real. They are tangible. They are not esoteric or idealistic, but

rooted in the bedrock existence of where we choose to maintain our lives.That way we begin to

know the predictability of a place. We anticipate a species long before we see them. We can

chart the changes, because we have a memory of cycles and seasons; we gain a capacity for

both pleasure and pain, and we find the strength within ourselves and each other to hold these

lines.That’s my definition of family. And that’s my definition of love.—TERRY TEMPEST

WILLIAMSI DIDN’T SET OUT to put down roots in a small town on Lake Superior, but thanks

to a red sailboat and a sense of adventure, here I am, firmly planted in Bayfield. And like the

best of epic tales, this one began with a journey on a boat, in our case with a bunch of kids and

a 150-pound Newfoundland dog named Guinness. My husband, Ted, and our three children at

the time, Jack, Will, and Sadie, sailed from Duluth, Minnesota, to Bayfield in June 2000 on our

thirty-foot sailboat, Isle of Skye. Until then, my experience with Wisconsin didn’t extend much

beyond Polk County, where my parents have a raspberry farm, and thoughts of islands, ferries,

and sea caves seemed fantastical. Given my seasickness issues, I slept the entire trip from

Duluth to Bayfield, and I woke up just as we pulled into Justice Bay on Sand Island. I couldn’t



believe what I was seeing: brownstone cliffs, lighthouses, and crystal-clear blue water. I fell in

love with the Apostle Islands as we sailed from Sand Island to Bayfield that June morning, and

the deal was sealed when we pulled into the Bayfield harbor. I was home.Our June visit,

originally planned for a week, stretched into the fall and through our first Apple Fest, and by the

following summer we had our own slip in the Apostle Islands Marina. Over the next six years

we added two more children to our family, along with two more dogs, a trawler, and a house

with a wraparound porch on Rittenhouse Avenue. Bayfield had become the place we dreamed

of when we were at “home” in Minnesota, waiting for Friday, when we could head north

again.In 2007 we took the leap and moved to Bayfield full-time to open Good Thyme

Restaurant and live our lives against the backdrop of waterfalls, beaches, and a quintessential

small town of 487 people. I quickly learned that restaurant ownership doesn’t mix well with five

kids, four dogs, a ten o’clock bedtime, photography, reading, gardening, and cooking for my

friends and family. In 2012 I sold my interest in the restaurant to my business partner and set

out to rediscover my own kitchen table.Here I am, many years later, with a whole lot of lessons

learned, a much wider cooking repertoire (having limited takeout options means that if I want

naan, Thai, or moo shu pork, I’d better get busy), and a greater appreciation for what it means

to live in a northern Wisconsin town. Sure, I miss my favorite Greek grocery store, the Thai

restaurant where we ordered by numbers, fresh tamales from West St. Paul, and oysters—I

really miss oysters. But like so many immigrants before me, I adapted. I stock up on Greek

olive oil and Thai fish sauce when I visit my family in Minneapolis. I make my own meatballs,

pâté, pho, and ravioli. I haven’t figured out the oyster situation yet, but I’m working on it (there’s

a beach party in my future featuring bivalves and champagne, I feel it in my bones). I’ve found

ways to incorporate what grows and is raised in northern Wisconsin into my family’s favorites,

bringing together at our table what we carried with us into Bayfield and what we’re learning

about our new community. The name of the game in my kitchen is using local ingredients to

cook globally and regionally inspired dishes. Fresh fruits and vegetables and local cheeses,

eggs, meats, and grains are abundant on the Bayfield peninsula and in the Chequamegon Bay

region. I’ve made pho with beef bones from a farm in Mellen, a soufflé with goat cheese made

in Herbster, Indian chicken curry with curry powder from Washburn, and the best chowder with

corn and potatoes from a farm stand in Ashland. Can I explain how a trip to Devil’s Island in

July makes me think of Cuban pork with a garlicky mojo sauce for dinner? Not in any way that

makes logical sense, but it does.Life’s too short to let a little thing like mastering the art of

sourdough bread, fresh pasta, or shoreline shrimp boils get in the way of a good meal. And it’s

too short to spend all my time in the kitchen. It’s fantastically beautiful living on the shores of

Lake Superior. The water is icy cold and crystal clear, white and red pines poke their heads up

over the forest canopy, and I can see every single star in the night sky. As I’ve knit myself into

this community, I’ve learned that my experiences aren’t unique. Generations of men and

women have stood on these beaches, listened to water rushing over these basalt rocks, and

picked wild blueberries here well before I sailed into the Bayfield harbor. The families of those

men and women are still here, tethered to a place where they can slip behind their ancestor’s

eyes and take in essentially the same view. To focus solely on food would tell only part of the

story of what and why I cook. My visits into the natural world, the stories of the families who’ve

raised their children here, and my deep love and gratitude for Chequamegon Bay and the

Apostle Islands are the invisible legs under my kitchen table, keeping me rooted to this place.*

* *Food is my connection to the world. It’s how I make friends, how I nourish my family, and

how I define myself. But it wasn’t until September 2014, when I learned about a proposed

factory farm with twenty-six thousand Iowan hogs moving to Bayfield County, and when I also



signed the contract for this book, that I fully grasped the intricate relationship between food and

community. Buying locally or sustainably raised meats or vegetables isn’t important because

they taste better (although they do). It’s important because all food comes with consequences,

good or bad, for the community where it’s grown.Until I had to live with the prospect of those

twenty-six thousand hogs living in the Lake Superior basin, for some reason my idea of local or

sustainable didn’t extend to meat. I’ve always tried to buy local produce, milk, and eggs, but

when I needed a Boston butt or a ribeye steak, I purchased my plastic-wrapped piece of meat

without once thinking about the people who lived near the factory farm that produced my

dinner.But as I considered the impact of a factory farm in our region—of millions of gallons of

manure so near Lake Superior—I knew I had start making changes in my own kitchen. It boils

down to this: all food comes from someplace—from some place—and the food grown or raised

in Bayfield is possible because of our healthy soil and clean water. It took my love of Bayfield,

my commitment to one of the last places on earth with abundant fresh and clean water, to fully

develop my stance on local, sustainably grown or raised food. The old adage that “you are

what you eat” should be expanded to “how what you eat is raised matters” because community

and food are intertwined. And as with all complex questions, our answers will be as diverse as

the food on our tables and the people sitting around them.Creating change requires a series of

meaningful decisions that support our values—from the food we eat to the places where we

choose to spend our lives. And it requires small steps, steps that say, I don’t have all the

answers, but I know enough to ask the questions that will define what I hold dear. These first

steps happen in our homes: we start where we stand and make the road by walking. Our

personal approach to food doesn’t have to be a precious manifesto. It just has to be authentic,

to be real enough to admit that not every day is about homemade puff pastry or changing the

world, but that there are moments of wonder, gratitude, and connection that live amidst and

within us.Gathering people around my table is a constant theme for me, as are the places,

friends, dogs, food, and family who contribute to the cauldron of my food inspiration. I follow the

breadcrumb trail of that inspiration to my local farm stands, beaches, or waterfalls—or into the

unknown. Sometimes I end up in a stand of hemlocks in the middle of nowhere, and other

times I end up with a pig’s head boiling on the stove for head cheese. I never know where the

inspiration will take me, and frankly, knowing would take the joy out of it for me. These recipes,

photos, and stories are my way-markers on a spectacular journey. Let’s dig in!How To Use a

Cookbook Written at a Kitchen TableTHIS BOOK WAS WRITTEN AND PHOTOGRAPHED in a

kitchen full of kids, dogs, backpacks, coffee cups, soccer cleats, opened wine bottles, and lots

of papers: homework, permission slips, mail, and recipe notes. I’m a big believer that what

happens in the kitchen is a strange brew of inspiration, intuition, and creativity, and up until I

wrote this book, I rarely measured, used a timer, or followed a recipe. These recipes are

guidelines, a place to start in your kitchen, and while I’ve made every recipe in this book many

times, there’s no guarantee that what you cook from this book will come out tasting exactly like

it did in my kitchen.I want to share the experience of cooking with you through these pages,

and at times you may encounter gaps in our conversation. Think of them as opportunities to

explore your own ideas, to trust your instincts, and to create your own version of what’s in the

book. Taste, look, poke, smell, and feel your way to the table; it’s your meal, after all!
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josephine briggs, “BEAUTY OF THE NORTH COUNTRY WITH GOOD FOOD. Loved this

book, so full of color and beautiful food. Mary Dougherty is so energetic, so full of life. She

goes hiking in below zero weather, she is a chef per excellence and a photographer of beautiful

pictures, the world around her. She is a lover of life and lives every moment. She is full of fun

but works hard. How does she get so much done? Five kids. I believe the kids and husband

help her out. What a wonderful place for kids to grow up. Mary loves dogs and has four or five

following her on her trips. She is a nature lover plus.The book begins in the spring and ends in

winter. Mrs Dougherty is from Minneapolis, but took a boat trip from Duluth, came to Bayfield

and fell in love with the little town and the Apostle Islands. She gets seasick, but got over it

quickly. She takes boats all around the Apostle Islands and islands in Canada and Michigan.

Mrs Dougherty believes in using local products in her cooking. She visits different farms,

learns much about the food products grown and buys. She has beautiful pictures of her

cooking and excellent recipes readers can follow. Her food pictures are contained in different

seasons and her recommendations for food at certain times of the year.Mrs Dougherty writes

about the places she sees, the places she goes to, the countryside around her home. She

photographs it all. Her book is so beautiful, so colorful, so full of life. Mary goes hiking and

photographing in the cold, dark, rain, misty days. She loves it all.I'm glad I ordered this book, it

is such a fun read.  It fits in well on a cocktail table.”

S. Lacy, “I was amazed that she found the time to write this book. This book is going to make

me start cooking again. And...since I'm moving to the area in a few weeks, I can't wait to try

out the local foods that Mary mentions in her book. Proud to call her a personal friend, I was

amazed that she found the time to write this book. I've been hearing about her cooking for a

few years, and I know she has a large family and an active life on her own. The vignettes

about life in a northern town remind me of family trips to my Grandparents home just about 60

miles south of Bayfield. I was paging through her book and marveled at the casual way she

cooks. I'm not really a cook, but I feel confident that I could actually pull these off with only a

little practice. It's a privilege to read about my new haunts and hope that I can appreciate that

part of my home state as intensely as she does. The photographs are a marvel in themselves.

Mary, you have a winner on your hands. Cook food, good family, good friends and good times.

It all comes through in you book.  Thank you for writing it. I just might start cooking again!”

StockGuy, “This is a terrific book. A happy family, a beautiful place, and great food.. This is a

terrific book. It shows life in a happy, energetic family who do wonderful things and eat great

food. Recipes are included. This book contains beautiful photography and excellent

descriptions of events in their northern coastal town.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Love this book.. Interesting book, beautiful pictures, recipes, great



Wisconsin stories.”

TNo, “Beautiful book! Highly recommend!!. Such an amazing book! The pictures are so

beautiful and the recipes are easy to follow. I enjoyed this book so much I bought one for my

sister and Mom. Beautiful book!”

Holli McPherson, “Good coffee table. Good coffee table book”

R. Laplante, “Great pics. Nice recipes. Lovely book.  Great pics.  Nice recipes.  Good story.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The photos are great, I actually gave this book as a gift .... The photos

are great, I actually gave this book as a gift so I didn't make any of the recipes.”

The book by Kathy Gunst has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 22 people have provided feedback.
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